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A Brief History of GIS
From: “We Are Entering the Human Era of GIS” by Clint Brown Director of Software Products at Esri in Dec 2015

• There have been three eras of GIS:

- Conceptual Era: 

- Defining Key Concepts and Ideas 

- Ended in the mid-1980s

- Implementation Era: 

- Software, institutionalized an industry, 

user communities, and in education, and 

jumps to online

- Ended about 2010

- Human Era

- Still emerging

- Shifting from IT to communication, 

- Consumer-centric apps deliver useful 

content to the public



In a not too distant future … 
The public may still not be able to spell “GIS” or “Esri” 100% of the time

• GIS will

- Be the “magic” behind more and many more 

consumer and public service products

- Yesterday:  In car navigation

- Today: Real-time state, alerts, and projections

- Tomorrow:  Up to date status of everything

- Connect to the models/analytics you need

- Connect to the data you need

http://livingatlas.arcgis.com/drought/
http://livingatlas.arcgis.com/drought/
https://livingatlas.arcgis.com/waterbalance/
https://livingatlas.arcgis.com/waterbalance/


Centrally organizing our best information: Esri’s Living Atlas of the World

Try it!  Contribute your best work.



In a not too distant future … 
The public may still not be able to spell “GIS” or “Esri” 100% of the time

• GIS will

- Have a global content management 

system where your work is managed

- Pre-configured adaptive maps will 

automate the bulk of the graphics of 

cartography

- Use on-demand computing resources

- Continue to have a growing community 

of “insiders” who make the data, models, 

and computing infrastructure everyone 

else uses



About these GIS Insiders 
Whither the GIS Analyst?

• Designers and Programmers of 

Information Products (Apps, Maps, 

Reports, etc.)

• Engineers of data capture

• Architects of spatial data 

infrastructures

• Editors and Parsers who translate data 

into information, knowledge, and 

societal benefit

• The spatially and analytically literate 

class



Radical Environmental Disruption for the GIS Habitat
Those who do GIS today will need to evolve.

• Gone:

- Your Desktop Computer

- Your Hard Drive

- Your impulse to download data (just to 

have it)

- Your GIS 

Silo/Island/Cave/Cell/Cubicle/etc.

• Restored to society:

- The Gigawatts of electricity that today 

redundantly store thousands of GIS 

datasets on a million desktop computers

- Lost time spent downloading and pre-

processing data



GIS Beneficiaries
GIS’s role as an essential component of communication strategies will keep growing

• Distributing GIS to people doing 

- Science 

- Governments, Institutions, and Commercial 

Enterprises

- Universities and K-12

- Planning processes and outcomes

- Empowering Citizens

- Informing Governments and Developers

- Resource management activities and 

information

• Scientists, planners, and managers can 

distribute their work to the public in useful 

forms











New and Enhanced Possibilities
Computationally, Moore’s Law is intact. Today: Disk = Memory 

• Which of the polygons has the largest area, A, B 

C, D, or E? 

• We all know more people live near the coast. 

• But, is that only because there is more land area 

within 1km of the coast than any other 1km 

interval inland?
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There are still new fields waiting to apply GIS
At least one novel has been written, that would not exist if not for GIS.

• GIS lends itself to the digital 

humanities in many mostly 

unrealized ways. 

• Scholarly

- Citing features on maps

- Organizing and integrating spatial 

timelines

• Modeling complex concepts

- Cultural and genetic diffusion

- Integrating increasingly online 

collections of records



This is the Best time, Ever, to be getting into GIS
More people and businesses than ever before have realized they need GIS

• More computing power and efficiency, 

and it just keeps getting better

• More experts in fields other than 

geography and GI-Science are working 

with GIS than ever before

• More data than ever before

• More need to communicate than ever 

before



Thank You


